Topographic Mapping Skills Answers
topographic mapping skills - jaconline - topographic mapping skills ... ltd 2005 topographic-skills.pdf (page
1 of 2) a topographic map shows the varying shapes, heights and slopes of a landscape using contour lines at’s
why they are so useful for bushwalking, property mapping and even town planning. contours are lines that
connect points at the topographic map exercise [answer key] - topographic map exercise [answer key]
use the kings hill topographic map to answer the following questions: 1. kings hill pass on highway 89 has an
elevation of 7393 feet above sea level. how high (in feet) will you climb if you hiked from the pass to the top of
kings hill? kings hill = 8008 ft kh pass = 7393 ft 8008-7393 = 615 ft 2. topographic map worksheet sewanhaka high school - topographic map worksheet #3 base your answers to questions 51 through 54 on
the topographic map below. points a, b, y, and z are reference points on the topographic map. the symbol 533
represents the highest elevation on aurora hill. 51 state the general compass direction in which maple stream
is flowing. [1] topographic map skills practice sheet - topographic map skills practice sheet use the
“sample topographic map” and your “topographic map reference sheet” to answer the ... use your answers
from questions 1 & 2 to help you calculate the slope between the following points. points elevation of point 1
reading topographic map answer key - pdfsdocuments2 - reading topographic map answer key.pdf free
download here topographic map worksheet - north tonawanda city schools ... using and interpreting
topographic maps. record your answers to all questions on lab 1: topographic maps on this sheet.
topographic map quiz - ksu faculty - topographic map quiz multiple choice identify the choice that best
completes the statement or answers the question. ____ 1. on a topographic map, contour lines that form a
circle indicate a(n) ____. a. lake c. hill b. ocean d. depression ____ 2. in figure 1-2, what is the distance from
point b to point c? a. 4 miles c. 5 kilometers b. 6 miles d ... topographic map practice - hmxearthscience base your answers to questions 64 and 65 on the topographic map shown below. points a, b, c, and d are
reference points on the map. elevations are measured in meters. 64 on the grid provided in your answer
booklet, construct a topographic profile along line ab, by plotting a point for the elevation of each contour line
that crosses line ab and topographic map reading practice worksheet - topographic map reading practice
worksheet . use this map to answer the questions below. don’t forget to include units with numbers. 1. is the
creek flowing into or out of pikitigushi lake? 2. topographic maps - discover, learn & play - the answers to
these questions, you will find them when making a topographic ... topographic maps worksheet ... you have
now spent some time mapping isotherms in your classroom. use the knowledge you learned to answer the
following questions. 1. using the map of the classroom isotherms, explain any interesting patterns.
topographic maps - kyrene school district - topographic maps two dimensional model of the earth’s
surface (represents 3-d world) topographic maps are also known as contour maps. show elevation above sea
level using contour lines. topographic maps and countours - illinois institute of ... - topographic profiles
•generating profiles: •draw a line between the two points bounding the desired profile area. •place a folded
sheet of paper along the line. •mark each contour line intersecting the paper. •from each mark, indicate the
vertical height with a dot on a scale. •connect the height dots with a smooth line. topographic maps quiz piedra vista high school - topographic maps quiz 1. (iiib 3l) if a topographic map has a contour interval of 10
m and the map has five contour lines with the lowest elevation shown as 15 m, the elevation of the highest
line is _____ a. 10 m b. 5 m c. 15 m d. 55 m 2.(iiib 3l) areas of equal elevation are connected by _____ lines on a
topographic map. a. meridian b ... lesson 3 introduction to topographic maps - lecjrotc - this lesson
presents an overview of topographic maps. it describes their charac-teristics and examines the marginal
information, symbols, and colors used on them. the remainder of this chapter focuses on the use of
topographic maps. compared to road maps, topographic maps show more detail of an area’s nat-ural features.
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